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Is this a man you can trust?  He does not even speak for himself in this 
release...assuming it is even legitimate.

“James Clapper’s office said through a spokesman,”  

Are we...as the people supposed to be impressed?

Only an ignorant, stupid and unintelligent person would pay any attention to 
this nonsense.  The whole narrative is a lie.  There is no government of the 
American people.  Has that not as yet sunk in?  We are being played as 
patsies.

James Clapper, Director of National Intelligence, Refuses to Endorse CIA 
Planted Russian Spy Story

The Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence (ODNI) has refused to 
endorse the CIA’s accusation that Russia 
hacked our elections to help Trump.

James Clapper’s office said through a 
spokesman,

“ODNI is not arguing that the agency 
(CIA) is wrong, only that they can’t prove 
intent, of course they can’t, absent agents 
in on the decision-making in Moscow.”

“It was a thin reed upon which to base an 
analytical judgment.”

The ODNI joins the FBI to question the 
veracity of the CIA’s report. Both 

agencies, while not outright condemning the CIA, have not welcomed its findings with open 
arms. Obama had warned Putin there would be serious consequences if Russia meddled in our 
election.

Putin and Russia have denied these claims.

Wikileaks and Julian Assange have confirmed the data was leaked to them by a close Clinton 
confidant. They have confirmed multiple times there was no Russian hack. It was an inside leak.

Does it even matter?  There is no lawful government.  
0 + 0 = 0  How stupid can we be?  It is your choice!

https://www.worldnewspolitics.com/2016/12/13/fbi-rejects-cia-putin-claims/
https://www.worldnewspolitics.com/2016/12/12/julian-assange-confirms-hillarys-worst-nightmare-dnc-leaks-inside-job-not-russians/
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Assange is shocked and stunned the mainstream media continues to force this false Russian 
narrative down the throats of the American people.  But considering all the money involved with 
funding a defense against boggeyman Russia, motive is easy to find.

In October, the U.S. government formally accused Russia of hacking American political 
organizations before the Nov. 8 presidential election. President Obama has called for a full 
investigation to be delivered to him no later than Jan 19th, his last day in office.

Some liberal democrat electoral college voters, like Christine Pelosi (Nancy’s daughter) have 
jumped on the chaos and demanded they see the report before they meet to vote for Trump.

The last chance of a desperate liberal to avoid their fate: a total lack of power in 
Washington.

A party in chaos grasping for life.

John McCain did the dishonorable thing and joined them saying “It’s obvious that the Russians 
hacked into our campaigns, but there is no information that they were intending to affect the 
outcome of our election and that’s why we need a congressional investigation.”

Thanks for clarifying John.

The liberals, with help from turncoat republicans, will stop at nothing to prevent Trump from 
taking office. They should get used to having no power to influence the inevitable.

They should accept their powerless future with no more complaints, after all they have 8 more 
years ahead.

Bridge may be for sale...hypothecated...like the American people who are still in denial.

In A Nutshell!

Colonel Edward Mandell House

https://scannedretina.com/2014/06/13/in-a-nutshell/
https://scannedretina.com/2012/07/17/colonel-edward-mandell-house/

